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Abstract

In 2016, the title of the European Capital of Culture was awarded to Wroc aw. To
celebrate the year of 2016 citizens could partake in many cultural initiatives prepared 
specially for this occasion. The proposals aimed at the people of Wroc aw included
the ECC 2016 Microgrants program, under which any citizen could realise and gain 
funding, as well as obtain administrative and promotional support for their designed 
cultural activity. Field studies conducted during the  rst two editions of the program 
served as the basis for a report, which includes conclusions regarding the perception of 
the urban space submitted by task performers. Low-budget cultural activities proved 
to be an excellent pretext for the citizens to reconsider the issues of public space in 
Wroc aw, access to cultural events or the manner of constructing of  cial discourses
about the city and its space. This article focuses on the issue of space in the context of 
Microgrants 2016 and presents the outcomes of the  eldwork.
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Introduction – urban public spaces

At the start of the Industrial Revolution, urban centres in Europe began 
to expand rapidly, and this process has continued to the present day. “The 
world is continually becoming more urban – the population in areas and 
estates classi  ed as urban is increasing. The growth rate is unprecedented. 
The rise in the number of megacities – cities a with populations over ten 
million – is a spectacular manifestation of modern urbanisation in terms 
of population concentration” (Grochowski, 2013, p. 9). It is not surprising, 
therefore, that cities get more attention from the press, in panel discussions 
and debates, regarding the manner of development of urban centres, and 
urban studies degree courses continue to be introduced into university cur-
ricula. The cities themselves are facing new problems and the pressure of 
urbanization affects all the issues connected with life in the city, such as 
spatial, economic or environmental, as well as cultural and social aspects of 
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the city. How are we to stimulate the cultural development in cities? How 
can we make them accessible for everyone? How do we make cities more 
attractive for tourists through the available cultural activities? These are 
only some of the questions regarding the association of culture with the city. 
Nowadays, culture has become an integral and continuously more impor-
tant factor in the development of large, medium-sized and small cities, as 
well as a “building material constituting the concepts of the urban, civic and 
European identity. Culture is crucial for proper functioning of larger com-
munities” (Filar, & Kubicki, 2012, p. 135). 

One of the most important issues of today’s urban planning is the role, con-
dition and destination of public spaces in cities – both in metropolises and small 
centres. It is widely considered that moving away from the Athenian idea of 
the agora, where people could meet to freely exchange their concepts, organise 
and experience things together, is caused by economic changes, among other 
things. When comparing the contemporary city with an international corpora-
tion, Richard Sennet demonstrated that what once was one of the essential fea-
tures of urban centres – the opportunity for strangers to meet – has gradually 
started to disappear. And it is characteristic both of large, present-day capital-
ist companies, as well as cities. Sennett (2007) stated that:

The sense of fraternity as a shared fate, a durable set of common interests, has 
been weakened. Socially, the short-term regime produces a paradox. People work 
intensely, under great pressure, but their relations to others remain curiously 
super  cial. This is not a world in which getting deeply involved with other people 
makes much sense in the long run. 

The American sociologist considers encounters not only as physical inti-
macy, but, primarily, as an opportunity to establish relationships of varying 
intensities. The decline of the functions of traditional urban spaces is also 
connected to their gradual privatization, architectural procedures aimed 
at discouraging people from using them, or cultural changes (for instance, 
the presence of television in almost every household is considered by many 
the reason why people do not want to meet in a public space to establish 
relationships).

Public space should be distinguished from the city by a couple of features. 
First of all, it needs to be accessible to everyone – every citizen has the right 
to use it, as long as they are not breaking the code of conduct pertaining to 
such places, adopted by a given community. Streets, parks, squares and plazas 
are basic types of public spaces in cities. Apart from being accessible, a public 
space must also be authentic (meeting the real needs of citizens) and safe. A 
public space also needs to be “possible to grasp: by looking at it, taking a walk 
in it, by the possibility of bringing people, who can later be recognised and 
possibly identi  ed with, together (...) as well as through elusive thoughts and 
deeper re  ection” (Frysztacki, 2005, p. 152). 

Cultural initiatives in the public space can be a factor sustaining the local 
communities occupying and enriching those places. Sometimes, these initia-
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tives can lead to the establishment of new relationships. In the case of people 
living on the same street, estate or neighbourhood, where the only thing that 
the residents share is “the same address”, cities cannot be considered commu-
nities. After all, a “community consists of people socially interacting and relat-
ing to each other within a given area and having common interest or a sense of 
group and spatial identity as an element of common bonds” (Starosta, 1995, p. 
31). When talking of a real local community, it turns out that spatial proximity 
is not as important as a certain type of closeness of its residents. Theobald & 
Siskar (2010) state that:

The degree to which a particular place in fact constitutes a community depends 
not on the number of people living in close proximity to one another, but on the 
amount of life circumstances that are shared. A small number of ranch families 
spread out across vast spaces within a particular watershed may be more of a com-
munity than a densely-populated suburb (p. 198).

Charles Montgomery considers the lack of joint cultural and social initia-
tives within the so-called scattered cities as one of the main reasons for citizens’ 
declarations regarding their low life satisfaction. According to his diagnosis, it 
is because of the Bauman’s “neighborhood without neighbors” concept, that 
Americans are continuously less satis  ed with their surroundings. Szatan 
(2012) explains that this term describes 

(...) people, who live near each other in close proximity, but remain isolated when 
it comes to other things, and do not know each other well. The lack of common 
interests minimizes the role of mutual commitments among people living in the 
same area (p. 100).

However, Montgomery optimistically depicts how joint initiatives 
improved the situation of unsatis  ed residents in some expansive American 
suburbs. Their sense of security, the level of trust in neighbours and the general 
evaluation of their life situation have improved straight away (Montgomery, 
2015).

In this article I would like to outline the results of the research conducted 
by the University of Wroc aw research team in 2014, concerning one of the 
cultural programs implemented as part of the European Capital of Culture 
2016 initiative in Wroc aw. The “ECC 2016 Microgrants” program aimed to 
increase the degree of citizen participation in the celebration of the year of 
2016, as well as to encourage them to take part in the city’s cultural life, basi-
cally to co-create it. The program also aimed to revitalize the public space 
in Wroc aw by helping the citizens implement their own cultural initia-
tives, for instance in their immediate surroundings (districts, estates, streets, 
or buildings). The conclusions presented concern one of the many issues 
addressed by the researchers, namely the people involved in the urban space 
narrative. 
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“ECC 2016 Microgrants” Program as an Example 

of Limited Support for Cultural Initiatives

The idea to include cultural heritage and tradition of particular European 
cities in the processes of intracontinental integration was articulated in the 
1980s. The idea of Melina Mercouri, the then Minister of Culture of Greece, 
has been widely acknowledged and started to function under the name of 
the European City of Culture since the beginning of the new millennium. The 
belief that cultural heritage can support the continental bonding process had 
obviously surfaced previously. K. Kowalski, an ethnologist, mentions this con-
cept in his work (2013): 

Notions from the analytic language of social studies appear in the institutional 
discourse of the EU. Along with heritage, it is culture, identity and social cohe-
sion that play a big role in this discourse, since they have already preserved their 
descriptive and performative role and persuasive position. They became mobiliz-
ing metaphors used to craft European culture, European identity and European 
awareness (p. 11).

The European Capital of Culture program was launched in 2000. Its main 
idea is intra-European integration based on intercultural dialogue and bring-
ing together diverse cultures, as well as promoting and maintaining Europe’s 
cultural heritage. The city chosen as the European Capital of Culture for the 
entire year becomes the cultural centre of the entire continent, and the place 
where miscellaneous cultural initiatives are held, which show the richness 
of the chosen Capital’s heritage. Edwin Bendyk (2012) questions the entire 
concept, by calling the competition for the title of the European Capital of 
Culture:

(...) a strange initiative, [in which], cities (...) take part in an infantile venture – a 
contest, where they need to show off in front of a more or less arbitrarily chosen 
jury. And all this for what? To prove, just like schoolchildren, that they have done 
their homework when it comes to culture, and that they can be promoted to the 
next grade (p. 97). 

There are more people voicing their objections against the European Capi-
tal of Culture, which does not change the fact that Polish cities dream of this 
title. Since 2008, the following cities have applied to participate in the contest: 
Bia ystok, Bydgoszcz, Gda sk, Katowice, Lublin, ód , Pozna , Toru , Szc-
zecin, Warsaw and Wroc aw. 

In December 2008, Wroc aw City Council decided that the city would take 
part in the European Capital of Culture 2016 contest. Throughout the follow-
ing year, an interdisciplinary team worked on a social diagnosis which became 
the basis for creating the contest application. The preparation of the applica-
tion, which is the basic document enabling the participation in the contest for 
the ECC title, began in Wroc aw in February 2010. The document, bearing the 
slogan “Spaces for Beauty,” was forwarded to the Ministry of Culture and 
National Heritage six months later. In June 2011, Wroc aw was announced as 
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the winner, and the ECC 2016 of  ce responsible for the preparation of Wroc aw 
for the celebration of the year of 2016 was set up a year later.

“ECC 2016 Microgrants” is one of the European Capital of Culture 2016 
celebration programs which aims to “include active residents of Wroc aw and 
co-create Wroc aw as part of the European Capital of Culture 2016 project by 
identifying, promoting and supporting social initiatives, as well as co-organ-
ising initiatives  tting the idea and concept of the ECC 2016” (Regulations 
Regarding Acquiring Partners to the Project Co-Organising Program by the 
Impart 2016 Festival Centre).

The program organisers speci  ed its main goals. The program should: 
• Refer to and comment on discussions being currently underway in 

Wroc aw concerning bottom-up cultural initiatives, access to cul-
ture, Wroc aw’s local community issues (e.g. in estates) and the more 
common innovative animation and cultural initiatives, 

• Help and support the progress of cultural and social events initiated 
by residents, especially those concentrated far from the city centre (this 
concerns mostly the administrative and  nancial support), 

• Enliven the urban space, particularly by increasing the number of initi-
atives realized by the citizens (not by non-governmental organisations, 
cultural institutions, etc.),

• Act as one of the development mechanisms for permanent cooperation 
strategies between the citizens of Wroc aw and cultural institutions,

• Refer to the cultural participatory budget concept and the main mes-
sage included in the Wroc aw’s ECC 2016 contest application, namely 
the reinforcement of cultural participation understood in the broad 
sense, and counteracting exclusions from culture. 

“Microgrants ECC 2016” program has been realized since 2014, when two 
pilot editions of the program with a relatively low budget and a low number of 
 nanced projects were implemented. Their number substantially increased in 

the following year, along with the amount of funds allocated to this initiative 
(although the maximum amount for the project (PLN 5000), which is approxi-
mately EUR 1200, remained the same since the program’s inception). From 
2014, 11 calls for proposals were announced, within which over 100 projects 
were realised in different areas of the city and the voivodeship. 

Research methodology

The goals of the evaluation project of ECC 2016 Microgrants were social 
and practical, as well as of a cognitive nature. The research procedure, along 
with the analysis of the materials collected, was held during the  rst two edi-
tions of the program. The conclusions were used to improve the initiative in 
the subsequent planned stages. 

The three main goals for the research team included examining the ECC 
2016 Microgrants functioning mechanism in the context of Wroc aw’s environ-
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ment, answering the question whether the program had ful  lled its assump-
tions, and  nally, developing a catalogue for future recommendations. The 
whole research process aimed at providing answers to the following questions:

1.  How is the initiative perceived by the diverse groups relevant to the 
program: the jury, the organizers, the applicants and the citizens of 
Wroc aw? 

2.  How do the above-mentioned groups understand the critical concepts 
present in the Wroc aw’s European Capital of Culture contest applica-
tion, such as culture, beauty, participation? 

3.  How can the program’s functioning be improved in its subsequent 
editions? 

4.  Did the program accomplish its particular goals, which were highlighted 
on the project’s home page by the organisers, during the realisation of 
the  nanced projects? 

5.  Were there any territorial regularities in relation to the contest 
applications? 

Research environment. The research included mostly people who were 
directly associated with the realization of the  rst two editions of the ECC 2016 
Microgrants program, namely: 

1.  Jurors who evaluated the submitted proposals for artistic and animation 
projects;

2.  Program’s bene  ciaries;
3.  Individuals employed in the program’s implementation (those respon-

sible for consulting about the program with interested potential bene  -
ciaries, among others). 

The following documents have also been analysed: 
1.  Wroc aw’s winning contest application, which granted the city the title 

of ECC 2016. 
2.  Rules of the ECC 2016 Microgrants program.
3.  (“Regulations Regarding Acquiring Partners to the Project Co-Organis-

ing Program by the Impart 2016 Festival Centre”).
4.  The application form, as well the projects submitted in the  rst two edi-

tions of the program which successfully passed the formal evaluation. 
5.  Statistics and studies regarding the Wroc aw space, and most impor-

tantly, its socio-cultural contexts, such as access to cultural institutions, 
the activity of non-governmental organisations and others. 

The analysis of the above-mentioned documents aimed at providing 
answers to questions about the culture accessibility in different locations in 
Wroc aw (the analysis was conducted mostly on the estate level) and the level 
of operations of cultural institutions and third sector organisations and their 
location in the city space. The analysis also focused on bottom-up activities, 
the language used in the program’s application form and the understanding of 
ECC 2016 keywords. 
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Research Structure
The research was split into three stages to guarantee constant veri  ca-

tion and supplementation of the data already gained. Its objective was also 
to compare the evaluation results with the subsequent program’s calls for 
proposals, their assessment, and realisation of the initiatives which gained 
funding. In every stage of the research qualitative in-depth interviews were 
conducted with the program’s bene  ciaries, the jury and the employees of 
the Impart 2016 Festival Centre, who were responsible for the ECC 2016 
Microgrants program. In the  rst stage, research material was collected 
during a focus group interview with the members of the selection board. The 
 rst stage of the research also included an analysis of the already existing 

data, while the second and the third incorporated a transparent observation 
during the realisation of the program’s  nanced projects. The last stage of 
the research featured an analysis of spatial distribution of the submitted and 
implemented initiatives. 

It is worth noting that the project was fully commissioned and  nanced by 
the Impart 2016 Festival Centre.

 
Research tools
During the evaluation, the research team applied tools used in qualitative 

research, and tried to use diverse tools to provide a broad view of the phe-
nomenon described herein. A poll, characteristic of quantitative studies, was 
included. Denzin and Lincoln (2010) justify the use of multiple methods in the 
following way:

Triangulation, that is using a variety of methods, re  ects the attempt to further 
understand the examined phenomenon. (...) A combination of many methodologi-
cal practices, empirical data, perspectives and observers in one research constitutes 
a strategy combining strictness, panache, complexity, richness and depth of every 
research (pp. 26-27). 

By using diverse research strategies and perspectives (the members of the 
research team represented different scienti  c disciplines, such as pedagogy, 
cultural anthropology, cultural studies and philosophy, among others) as 
broad a spectrum of the researched phenomena as possible was attempted to 
be obtained.

The basic tools used in the research process included the analysis of the 
already existing data (qualitative and quantitative), qualitative interview, 
observation, cultural mapping and interview surveys. 

Researchers also conducted focus group interviews with experts involved in 
the evaluation of contest applications, and on the map of the city of Wroc aw we 
have marked sites relevant to the  rst two editions of the ECC 2016 Microgrants 
program: sites where the projects were to be carried out (all those which were 
given a positive mark in the formal evaluation), as well as those which were 
granted funding. By doing this, the research team wanted to answer the question 
about the presence of regularities in relation to spatial distribution of initiatives. 
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Although the research project focused on several research questions, this 
article reports the conclusions which are related with the issue of space. The 
whole report is available online. 

Cultural mapping 

– ECOC 2016 Microgrants in the Wrocław space

The method of cultural mapping is integrally connected with engagement 
of the community in creating its cultural area. Turning attention on  rst edi-
tion of ECOC 2016 Microgrants in Wroc aw in the context of culture mapping 
helps to create a Wroc aw map with selected categories of places important 
from the perspective of the whole project analysis. Due to limited time and 
type of research cultural mapping method was an inspiration for us; how-
ever, some of its aspects were not applied to the research. 

Cultural mapping engages society which identi  es and documents local cultural 
resources. While researching we identi  ed such elements of culture as: galleries, 
workshops, local events, but also memories, personal stories, values. (…) The 
crucial aim of this mapping is to help society identify (…) cultural diversity for 
regional economic and social development.

The whole research aimed to identify “places of power” in Wroc aw 
understood as places with culture-producing potential, based also on bot-
tom-up initiatives of citizens. Including in a map such vital points as culture 
houses, cinemas, theaters, etc. aimed at understanding whether the existence 
of this type of project affects cultural initiatives of citizens. The image of citi-
zens’ activity in the Microgrants program context has primarily diagnostic 
value, focusing on two most important issues:

1.  Map as a basis to plan future lines of action for urban cultural policy.
2.  Map as an identi  cation of places with rich cultural offerings and those 

with a de  cit. Were citizens from districts with developed infrastructure 
more active in seeking support for their micro grants ideas?

A supplement for the map is a qualitative analysis of interviews focusing 
on how to value an urban space by bene  ciaries in the  rst and second recruit-
ment of the project. The readers will  nd it in a following paragraph of this 
article.

Cultural mapping helped to illustrate the implementation of the Micro-
grants program in urban space and the information gathered became a sup-
plement for the  nal study report. A study is a graphic presentation of the 
following data locations: 

1.  Location of all upcoming events submitted to the program, 
2.  Locations of events selected by the committee for implementation, 
3.  Location of existing cultural institutions, NGOs, etc., 
4.  Location of Wroc aw social problems on a district level. Information was 

gathered through the analysis of statistical data and publications on this 
topic (K opot, & Skiba, 2006).
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As a result of inquiry a map of Wroc aw was created. It is a starting point 
in discussions about civic participation, culture-producing role of cultural 
institution and NGO’s as well as the ‘cultural’ condition of particular Wroc aw 
districts. This can in  uence municipal policy on culture or programs which 
may strengthen and activate citizens. The  nal report includes the map with 
a key. The study on a spatial aspect of micro grants program emphasized a 
serious issue. The vast majority of projects submitted to the program were 
located in the very centre of the city. There was not a signi  cant relevance 
between the existing cultural institutions or NGO’s and the number of submit-
ted applications. The dependency found during the analysis was simple: the 
closer to the city centre, the more applications were submitted. The exception 
was Nadodrze district with signi  cant amount of applications. The Nadodrze 
district is currently under the process of revitalisation. As a result of this a 
lot of NGO’s are located there, which is the very probable explanation for the 
increased number of applications. The very interesting point was that for some 
jurors the distant localisation of the proposed project was a reason for higher 
rating of the application. It is also visible in the map that although the majority 
of the projects were supposed to happen in the city centre, those selected for 
realisation were located in the more distant districts. It means that Microgrants 
can become not only a valuable way for diagnosing social demand on cultural 
offer in a city, but also an inspiration for citizens to set up some cultural activity 
in their neighborhood.

Two narratives about sites 

– recovering the urban space in action 

(all quotes used in this subsection 
come from the interviews carried out during the research)

One of the most problematic areas within the research and a re  ection 
regarding the evaluation was urban space treated as a theme, a protagonist 
and a medium in the ECC 2016 Microgrants program. Indicating the sites of 
implementing the proposed initiatives on the map (both those which gained 
funding, and those not realised) from the  rst and second call for proposals 
was a starting point for the analyses. The issue of space has also surfaced in 
applications and interviews with the bene  ciaries, the contest’s jurors and 
employees of the ECC 2016 centre. It was very interesting hearing them convey 
their thoughts about the city, the needs of its citizens and the role of space in 
realisation of the program’s main idea: spaces for beauty. 

The respondents very often mentioned the issue of access (or lack thereof) 
to the infrastructure used by the citizens of Wroc aw in leisure activities. One 
of the interlocutors clearly stated that the restricted access to culture on offer 
on her estate was a motivation for her to partake in this contest. The bene  ciary 
wanted to “take matters into her own hands,” also because she believed this 
situation hurt mostly children and parents: 
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I felt an internal need. (...) I work in Ksi e [one of Wroc aw’s estates - A.W.] and I 
have been living there for twelve years. I am also the manager of this library, so in 
a sense I am a public  gure and I observe such things. In the meantime, I have also 
become a mom. Some of my private needs, were kind of… I did not notice those 
things. And it really upsets me that, as a mom, I have to go to the city centre in order 
to show anything to my kid.

The same interviewee also raised the issue that when a particular institu-
tion organises cultural events, most of them are closed initiatives (e.g. activ-
ities in schools addressed only to the students of a given facility). In a con-
versation with the performer of the project in question (“Ready to START”), 
another important issue concerning the contemporary image of public space 
has surfaced, namely the low degree of citizens’ integration, not only in the 
same estates, but also of close neighbours: “Because there is nothing happen-
ing, these people do not participate in the life on estates. They take care of eve-
rything… shopping, school in some sites. Even work. There is nothing going 
on to enable the people to meet somewhere.”

The implementation of the project has resulted not only in a series of events 
and activities for the residents of Ksi e Ma e, but also in a formation of a work-
ing group ready to further improve the estate. During the research, only one 
of the bene  ciaries had voiced her reservations about the poor cultural offer in 
her immediate surroundings in a clear manner. A juror, who considered the 
fact that a given project was to be realised outside the city centre a relevant 
factor in the evaluation of applications, also commented on the disproportion 
in the access to city‘s cultural resources. “For me, the geographical indicator 
was also signi  cant, although it was not a directly speci  ed criterion. How-
ever, I rated higher projects from far-off estates, or held in estates lacking cul-
tural activities, which does not necessarily mean peripheral estates. The estates 
of Przedmie cie O awskie, Huby, Paw owice, and Ksi e Ma e are really far 
from the city centre and it caught my attention right away.”

Initiatives located in areas of Wroc aw considered inferior, such as Nadodrze 
and Przedmie cie O awskie, have also been  nanced. The applicants did not 
hide the fact that this issue was important to them: “Well, we live in Nadodrze, 
and it is safe to say that this district is not the richest, so it is a chance for us 
to get ahead. I think that in the context of developing culture and supporting 
bottom-up initiatives it is very important.” 

Nadodrze is a peculiar estate because of its revitalization. The emphasis 
placed on artistic and social growth of the estate has been noticed by the ben-
e  ciary and the realisation of the microgrant  tted perfectly with the initiatives 
undertaken for years by various institutions and non-governmental organisa-
tions. The other place which evokes bad associations in most of the citizens of 
Wroc aw is Przedmie cie O awskie, also known as the “Bermuda Triangle”: 
“The Bermuda Triangle (...) is the most neglected estate in Wroc aw. Everyone 
focuses on Nadodrze, and yet nobody mentions the «Triangle». That is why we 
wanted to concentrate on Przedmie cie O awskie, which holds many remnants 
of the past, such as stories and buildings.”
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However, most of the awarded projects in the  rst two editions of the pro-
gram were carried out across an area larger than an estate, and often involved 
the entire city, or even the Lower Silesia region. In terms of location, we have 
observed another interesting regularity connected to the ECC 2016 Micro-
grants, apart from the strong focus on close “neighbourhood,” which charac-
terized some of the projects and which was perceived by the research team as 
an enormous advantage. It was the attempt of alternative urban space story-
telling in the realised projects. The bene  ciaries spoke of their ideas to create 
an alternative to the of  cial discourse on the space of Wroc aw, which is no 
longer just a dynamic, European metropolis and the famous “meeting place.” 
The goal of many initiatives was showing the city from a lesser known side and 
accentuating the beauty of areas that are not promoted as worth seeing: “our 
postcards do not show any of the known places. If it is the Wroc aw of today, 
it would not be the Main Square or Old Town because there are a lot of places 
which depict [Wroc aw] in a prettier and more genuine way.” A similar re  ec-
tion was shared by the applicant of a project covering the entire Lower Silesia, 
which involved taking photographs of unknown and forgotten monuments of 
the voivodeship not included in tourist guides. Apart from accentuating the 
beauty of such places, the respondents pointed to another strategy of creating 
alternative stories about the city, namely giving voice to the citizens.

One of the projects encouraged people connected to a particular estate to 
come up with a story about it, which would be later permanently exhibited 
in the public space. Another project focused on creating a collective diary of 
people of Wroc aw. In the spatial dimension, the ECC 2016 Microgrants pro-
gram has emphasised two important issues. First of all, they can become a val-
uable way of diagnosing social demand for the cultural events realized by the 
city. In order to achieve that, all the submitted applications would need to be 
accordingly analysed (What needs were reported by applicants? Are there any 
estates that are diagnosed by the citizens as lacking in these kinds of cultural 
events?).

Secondly, the microgrants can actually realise the “spaces for beauty” 
slogan, under which the Wroc aw ECC contest application was prepared. 
According to the application, beauty is multidimensional and created by the 
human energy  lling the space and resulting from interpersonal relations. Cre-
ating places for beauty requires the involvement of citizens who perceive space 
in their own individual way. From the interviews with participants it can be 
deducted that the perception of Wroc aw’s spaces is oftentimes different from 
the city’s of  cial presentation – a facade of monuments and great events – and 
this sensitivity to the forgotten urban space is the main focus of many of the 
initiator’s contest projects. 

The research team developed the catalogue of recommendations for future 
editions of the program. The recommendation concerned funding, methods of 
recruitment, how the competition documents should be constructed. When it 
comes to space, the basic recommendation was stronger emphasis on Micro-
grants sub local character. Applications are small and are often territorially 
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limited. This feature can be turned into value – and it can be treated as a means 
to activate local societies at a neighborhood level (or different, not covering the 
entire city).

The research team recommend to integrate cultural activities within the 
Microgrants – on the basis of territorial aspects – with other activities taken 
by public institutions and non-governmental organizations in given Wroc aw 
districts. Institutional and political context is favorable: Wroc aw faces chal-
lenge i.e., on the one hand, the future of district committees, and on the other 
hand – growing popularity of the Wroc aw Participatory Budget. Research-
ers recommend to deepen sub local identities – with particular consideration 
to their activities in culture, politics or education. Instead, the research team 
discourage municipal government actions which can weaken sub local identi-
ties to unite Wroc aw identity.At an operational level – managing Microgrants 
program should be:

• More territorially diversi  ed. Bene  ciaries’ service points and meeting 
points dedicated to the program should be localized in neighborhoods. 

• In a similar way one can think of channels promoting the program: 
e.g. posters informing about micro grants could be at schools, parishes, 
seniors‘ clubs, shops, universities, culture houses and student clubs. 
In such places – and even, having calm weather conditions – one can 
organize public meetings informing about the program. 

Conclusions

The activities depicted in this article were related to the celebration of the 
European Capital of Culture 2016 in Wroc aw. Small-scale funding of citizen’s 
cultural activities is a complete novelty here, although initiatives of this type 
are becoming more and more common in Poland. Low-budget, local activities 
of groups of people associated with a given place in a city can be viewed as the 
resistance shown by the people of Wroc aw to the progressive uni  cation of 
cultural endeavours, as well as the prevailing manner of understanding what 
culture participation is (that is of being a passive observer of events offered 
by various cultural institutions). Microgrants have encouraged the citizens to 
do something together with their neighbours, revitalize their estates’ public 
spaces, and sometimes to even create one. They have also enabled overcom-
ing of the of  cial, promotional and touristic discourse about a city in which 
there was no place for spaces close to the project’s performers. The initiatives 
described fully  t in with the trend of “new localism,” which has been described 
as “educational, social and cultural activities taking place completely in a spe-
ci  c location, with the aim of gradual recovery of the place’s signi  cance and 
peculiarity in spite of progressing globalisation” (Gruenewald, & Smith, 2010, 
p. xiii). Such initiatives have strong educational potential and let people who 
do not partake in the city’s cultural life take responsibility for “their” piece 
of the occupied space, since these initiatives teach self-agency and encourage 
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people to have a real in  uence on the inhabited area.
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